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[1]  barge port
[2]  shipping and distribution
[3]  courtyard
[4]  store
[5]  flex office
[6]  gallery
[7]  process and production shop
[8]  material processing and bailers
[9]  material prep and storage
[10]  packing and shipping
[11]  claw bay
[12]  conference
[13]  workshops
[14]  tunnel tour
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The buildings that resulted during the revolution are abundant and unique to the previous use.  Are they adaptable to today’s needs or 
are these shells still standing because of esteemed value? Can these tired structures be revitalized and transformed into this so called 
adaptive structure and at that point was it always adaptive? A factory might be an icon recalling a time once known but now forgot.
 
What can these extinguished stacks of brick provide other than a sense of a past time and accomplishment? The time 
was fast paced and thriving but little attention was paid to the effects of this progression. The factories and production 
lines were necessary for where the country was going and had a strong connection to the American worker. The fruits 
of labor were evident, yet an underlying catastrophe was forming. Little attention was paid to the level of destruction 
to our environment.  Much was taken from the earth to construct these buildings, but much was given to the world.

A new revolution using the waste of yesterday to re-animate the products and components required for the future. A building 
which instills wonder and interest in the ability to create and transform waste into useable products for both buildings and people.

“Factories, the reassuring first fruits of the 
new age.”  -Le Courbusier

Left with shells of industry, where bombs were 
produced, where planes where assembled, where cars 
took shape, now stand empty. That era has passed and 
the future of these iconic remnants are dependent on 
the perspective of what they represent. Is it important 
to keep the factories around? Whether or not they need 
to represent a point in history or become something 
entirely different it is clear that they have four futures: 
stagnation, repair, demolish, recycle. These structures 
can adapt to represent a new time. What if these 
remnants represent a new industry, one that learns 
from the mistakes made in the past? Can a factory 
represent a new time that accounts for the environment 
and still produce local materials and products?
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